
 

 
 

 

Additional Event information 
Where is it? Address: 1600 UR Drive, Henrico, VA 23229. Please ONLY use the address listed. 
Held at the University of Richmond Odyssey High Ropes Course. Find the Parking Pass and 
Campus map attached below.

What is required? 
- Participants must have a Participant Agreement filled out, online, prior  
to arrival the first day. This form takes 2 minutes to fill out, including an  
assumption of risk portion and medical information. (QR CODE ACCESS) 
- Closed-toe shoes are REQUIRED to participate in the event each day. 
- For anyone parking their car, please print and present a parking pass on your dashboard (below)

When is it? Each Experience day will be no longer than 5 hours, held from 9am-2pm. Check your 
Eventbrite registration ticket receipt for the specific date and time.

What is the inclement weather cancellation policy? We will continue with programming, rain or 
shine. Very rarely will we cancel a single day of programming. We MIGHT cancel the day of 
programming if the forecast suggests a high likelihood (95%-100% chance) of the following 
conditions: lightning storms; a combination of temperatures below 50°s, moderate to severe rain and/
or moderate to severe sustained wind. We will continue with programming, rain or shine. Very rarely 
will we cancel a single day of programming. We MIGHT cancel the day of programming if the 
forecast suggests a high likelihood (95%-100% chance) of the following conditions: lightning 
storms; a combination of temperatures below 50°s, moderate to severe rain and/or moderate to 
severe sustained wind. However, in this event, we will find other space on campus to experience the 
ground-based challenges, and hope for a break in the weather in order to climb. You will be notified 
via email no later than 2 days prior to the program start time if the day is cancelled.

**IMPORTANT NOTE: The only reason that Challenge Discovery will cancel the day is if the 
enrollment does not fill. You will be notified by email no less than 2 days prior to the event.

Participant Agreement

What should I wear?  
Take a look at the weather!  
□ (REQUIRED) Closed toe shoes - hiking 

shoes or sneakers are great! 
□We will be active outdoors with little to no 

shade cover.  
□Long shorts (or pants) - while wearing 

climbing harness

□Ball cap or sunglasses

□Comfortable clothing that you don’t mind 

getting dirty 
□Hair must fit a climbing helmet - style hair 

accordingly (braid, ponytail, etc…)

Other items and reminders: 
□ (REQUIRED) Fill out the Participant 

Agreement before arrival-QR code below 
□Eat breakfast & bring snacks/lunch

□Water bottle 

□Medication (including prescriptions/epipens)

□DON’T BRING valuable items

□Remove all jewelry - especially large, 

hanging/dangling earrings and necklaces

□Communicate medical (or other) concerns 

to Challenge Discovery 
(operations@challengediscovery.com)

Is the forecast looking wet and/or cold? (50 
degrees or less) Consider bringing: 
□Extra sweatshirt/s, layers, warm coat

□Winter hat, gloves, or mittens

□Waterproof jacket/pants/footwear (if rain is 

forecasted)

□Change of clothes

While on-site with Challenge Discovery - we 
will provide: 
□Sunscreen, Bug Spray, Hand Sanitizer

□Water (for refillable bottles) and paper cups.

□Climbing Equipment (sit-harness, helmet, 

ropes)

Experience Day - Participant Checklist Ropes Course Address and Contact Info 
1600 UR Drive, Henrico, VA 23229 
804-876-9733

operations@challengediscovery.com 
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Why do we do it? At Challenge Discovery we believe in learning by having impactful personal 
experiences. Adventure is our classroom! So we provide highly engaging and fun experiences, filled 
with personal and team challenges to help people learn about themselves and about each other. This 
experience day is about having a great experience for yourself - it's important to meet new people, 
learn about ourselves, and give ourselves time to be challenged and have fun! This will be the best 
way to inform you about whether we might be a great place for you to work, or a great experience 
for your youth class, group or team!

What is it? Attendees will be lead through an impactful experience, closely reflecting our Team 
Odyssey program. Groups will experience a variety of ground-based problem-solving initiatives, 
along with high ropes course elements and challenges.

What is an example of a high ropes challenge? The initiatives we take on might look something 
like this: work to get through the challenge ahead by walking on boards and cables, while being 
clipped above into the ropes course. Can you do it without holding onto anything with your hands? 
Work to get there by yourself. Now, work to get across the next element with a partner! Take a look 
at the sample schedule below to see how the day will be broken up.

What is the age limit? This experience day is designed for adults interested in working for 
Challenge Discovery, or curious about our programming in general.

What will we be doing? Take a look at the sample agenda below. This is just an approximate 
schedule, but we will be very active, and involved throughout our time together. Primarily, we will 
be going through a variety of challenges (both on the ground, and up in our ropes course), so you can 
see our programming in action, and whether it is something that you would like to be involved in.

Generic Agenda 
8:45pm-9am Arrival 
9am-10:40am Welcome and Ground Activities 
10:40am-11:00am Lunch/Snack break 
11:00am-11:30am Pre-Climb Preparations 
11:30am-1:15pm High Ropes Challenges 
1:15pm-2:00pm Post-Climb Reflection and Closing 

Do you have other questions? For other questions, don't hesitate to contact us! 
804-876-9733 
operations@challengediscovery.com
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